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Recent Developments of Ion Sources for Life Science Studies at the Heavy Ion Medical Accelerator in Chiba
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Ion beam technology is a powerful tool for life science studies. With relativistic high-energy ion beams provided by the Heavy Ion Medical Accelerator in Chiba (HIMAC) many medical researches and various experiments on radiation effectiveness have been realized. Wide variety of ion species from H to Xe ions is required by users. Presently, three electron cyclotron resonance ion sources (ECRISs) and one Penning ion source are available to satisfy such requirements. The summary of recent requirements will be presented.

A similar capability is expected by some life science institutes and hospitals. However, downsizing to reduce construction and operation costs is also desired at such facilities. NIRS has developed a feasible solution with a hospital-specified accelerator complex in conjunction with improved ion sources of which the effectiveness has been tested at HIMAC. The performance of the 18 GHz ECRIS has been improved with various techniques like two frequency heating, biased electrodes, MIVOC, and so on. The results of developments will be summarized.